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Descriptive Inventory

SC 2759  Brown, Phil (Mrs.) – Letter to

1 folder. 3 items. 1927. Original, photographs.

SC2013.2.11

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC  BROWN, Phil (Mrs.) – Letter to  1927
2759

Letter, 24 September 1927, to Mrs. Phil Brown,
Kansas City, Missouri, describing a trip to Pewee
Valley, Kentucky. The unnamed writer describes visiting
sites associated with Annie Fellows Johnston’s Little
Colonel series and conversing with residents familiar with
its characters. Includes photographs of the approach
road to “The Locust,” home of the “Little Colonel,” and
the Pewee Valley railroad station.

1 folder. 3 items. Original, photographs.
SC2013.2.11

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Johnston, Annie Fellows, 1863-1931 – Relating to
Little Colonel, The – Relating to
Pewee Valley – Travel and description, 1927
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